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don´t panic die casemanufaktur GmbH congratulates you on your decision to purchase this
product and thank you for your trust. We are sure that you will be satisfied with our products.
This product was manufactured under strict quality requirements and has left our production site
only after extensive controls; thereby guaranteeing you flawless operation. It is also important to
follow the operating instructions below, so as to fully utilize the full scope of performance and to
ensure operational safety. Should there be any questions, please contact your dealer, distributor or
contact us, the manufacturer, directly.
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1. Description
Natural One is a natural sound amplifier for acoustic and electro-acoustic instruments. In addition to
being a high-quality and versatile amplifier, this unit contributes to homogeneous hemispherical
sound emission, which gives the musician a wealth of possibilities on the stage, in the studio and at
home. Natural One is of the highest level monitor and micro-PA thanks to its high-fidelity,
naturalness, powerful transparency.
The base is a loudspeaker cabinet with a professional coaxial driver, which operates on top of a
diffuser. This hangs below the amplifier unit and the Natural One control centre. This is where the
connections, the elements for sound modification and the class-D amplifier are situated.  How to
use the amplifier properly and safely is explained below.



2. Description of the front (connections)

The front panel houses all of Natural One's electrical and electronic connections, such as power
supply, inputs, effects loop and outputs.
  1 - Channel 1, input jack for a 6.3 mm mono jack cable. Pick-ups and

 all sorts of microphones can be (asymmetrically) connected here.
  2 - Channel 2, XLR input jack for microphones
3 - The +48V phantom power for condenser microphones

  4 - Input jack for a 6.3 mm mono jack cable. Pick-ups and all sorts of microphones
can be (asymmetrically) connected here.

  5 - Serial effect loop (FX Loop) for an external device, 6.3 mm mono jack.  "Send" broadcasts the
       Signal...
  6 - … "Return" -  feeds it back into the signal path.
  7 - Switch for the effects loop. When you press "on", the signal path in Natural One
        is interrupted and redirected to the effects loop.  If Channel 2 is not providing a signal,
        the problem could lie here.
  8 - Line Out of the preamp, XLR symmetrised (balanced) - Connection possibility for
       mixer, to a powered speaker or to a power amplifier
  9 - Output of amplifier for connecting to an additional passive speaker.  In this way,

 you can increase the total volume of Natural One, boost the bass or change the monitor
        function through a directed emission box.
10 - 230V Power supply, IEC power socket with fuse (T3, 15A)



3. Description of the top (controls)

The upper part of the front offers extensive possibilities for sound processing. The preamp has two
independent channels:  Channel 1 (mono 6.3mm jack input) is designed for magnetic pick-ups and
dynamic microphones, whose sound can be influenced by a simple 4-band equalizer; Channel 2,
however, with its two switchable inputs (XLR or 6.3mm mono jack), 48V phantom power,
parametric mid-range control and wide-band feedback filter, offers the option of connecting and
tonally harmonising a large number of options such as different microphones, magnetic and
piezoelectric pick-ups.
Both channels can be operated simultaneously and can be mixed using their gain controls.  In
addition, a digital reverb effect can be proportionately mixed into the two Channels.

1 - Channel 1 volume, input control (Gain), rotate clockwise to increase the level (applies
        for all controllers)
  2 - Treble control
3 - Bass control
4 - Low mid control
 5 - High mid control

 6 - Channel 2 switch activates either the XLR (mic) or the jack
 (Instr)

 7 - Volume, input control (Gain)
8 - Treble control
9 - Bass control

10 - Mid-range control - determines the increase or damping of the middle portion
11 - Frequency control - determines the centre frequency of the mid-range control (parametric)
12 - Feedback filter helps for specific feedback elimination: high frequency for
        microphones, low-frequency for unwanted resonant guitar strings or body surfaces.



"Q Notch" controls the intensity of the filter effect, whereby clockwise turning increases the
intensity.

13 - Controls the core frequency of the feedback filter
14 - On/Off switch
15 - The digital reverb gives the sound auditory spaciousness; reverb control Channel 1
16 - Channel 2 reverb control
17 - Three-position switch for setting the desired reverberation time (reverb time: short,
        medium, long)
18 - Overload indicator for reverb section; the level should be reduced when this is illuminated
        (15, 16)
19 - Master volume- controls the overall volume; please avoid harmful volume levels so as to

protect your ears and other people's
20 - On/Off switch - Natural One central power supply; switch-on is delayed,

the device is ready for use when the light is on
21 - Light -this switch controls the brightness of the LED illumination (full/dim)

4. Operation
Important safety instructions - Follow these instructions in the operation of electrical equipment:
 Protect Natural One from moisture
 The device may only be opened (and repaired if necessary) by authorized service personnel
 To replace the fuse, the power cord must be unplugged. Only fuses with the correct

parameters may be used
 External speakers should have not less than 8 Ohms nominal impedance
 This apparatus must not be exposed to extreme temperatures or impact, both of which can

cause damage

For operation, it is recommended to first have all controls and switches in the neutral position
(controls in "12 o'clock" position, all switches "off") before carrying out specific changes and
corrections. Please note that Natural One is not designed to achieve extreme sound concepts, but
rather to amplify your instrument as authentically as possible.

5. Technical specifications
Typ Acoustic Combo

Model DC8 Natural One

Dimensions wxhxd 300x600x300mm

Power amp 150 W RMS

Speaker Beyma 8CX20

Channel 1 (Instrument) Vol., High, Low, Low Mid, High Mid

Channel 2 (Instrument/Mic) Vol., Treble, Bass, Mid, Frequency, Notch Q/off,
Frequency

Output FX Loop (6,-10db), Balanced Out, Ext. Speaker,
Phantom Power 48V

Hall Rev. Ch.1, Rev. Ch.2, Rev. Time

Housing Matt lackiertes Birkenmultiplex

Weight 17 kg



6. Warranty and disposal
    This warranty extends only to independent claims vis-à-vis "don´t panic" (dp) as
    manufacturer and does not affect the legal rights with regard to the vendor.
    dp guarantees the error-free manufacture of BENKCUBE-products for a
    period of 3 years from date of purchase, but not their trouble-free or error-free operation,

unless the troubles are the due to faults in the manufacture or materials. There can be no warranty
claims for the consequences of improper use, damage, or failure to observe the operating
instructions, nor for the consequences of improperly executed repairs or maintenance.

If a BENKCUBE product stops working, DP's liability is limited to its repair or replacement to DP
customer service; consequential damages and claims of third parties, on the other hand, will not be
recognised (except personal injury).

Correct disposal
 All BENKCUBE products must be disposed of properly as electronic waste are
not meant to be disposed of with general household waste.
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